Data Collection Tips from Erin Whitaker

Understanding statistics is a good way to forecast your business’s future. If your funeral home doesn’t track demographics or if you’d like to add to your own list of resources, here are some ways to get started. Maps will show you demographic information, online for free. They are easy to find and reliable and verifiable.

1. **Be wary of paralysis by analysis.** You can get so much data you do not know which direction to go with it. Identify questions you want answered before you dive into the data. Where is my growth potential for the next 5 years? 10 years?

2. **Look at the data as points in time as well as trends.** It is important to understand what is happening now as well as to understand how things are changing over time. What is the largest-growing segment in my community today? What is the largest-growing segment five years and then ten years from now?

3. **Ask follow up questions.** How does this relate to my business? What business impact will this have? If my current target population is decreasing, what happens if I expand my service area? What happens if I change my target population?

4. **Look at it from neutral perspective.** Let the data tell you what they tell you, not what you want them to tell you. Do not pre-determine what information matters: “The Latin American population is increasing I should target my efforts there.” The data may confirm that statement but you may overlook that the Asian American population is already larger in numbers AND is growing at an even faster rate.

5. **Challenge the data.** What are the parameters of the data collection? Can it be validated by other sources? What additional information do I need to understand how it relates to me? What age group within the Asian American population is increasing? Are they buying homes or are they more transient? Who is currently serving the Asian American funeral needs?
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